
YC PERFORMER INFO 
 

 

These are just some general guidelines that we have in place to make sure everyone on the You 

Connection cast roster is on the same page. It may take a couple of minutes to read through, but 

make sure all performers (and parents of performers who are under 18) read through it! 

 

 

 

Core & Seasonal Cast 

 

YC performers are divided into Core or Seasonal cast members. The divisions have nothing to 

do with skill level or talent, and the only real difference between the two is: 

 

Core actors are contacted for every production and will automatically be cast in the production if 

available; Core do not have to be available for every production, but do need to have the YC 

production schedule on their calendar and are generally expected to make an effort to participate 

as much as their schedule allows. It is assumed that a Core actor wants to be involved in YC on a 

fairly regular basis and wants to have YC be a steady gig throughout the year. 

 

Seasonal actors are contacted for certain productions, depending on who and what is needed; 

you will be contacted at the beginning of the theatre season about which shows are open for you 

if you are available. If you're very busy with other commitments but still want to be involved 

with YC, then Seasonal is best. 

 

We actually need more Seasonal actors than Core. Matt may personally invite certain performers 

to be in Core, but you may also request to be in Core if interested. (Main factors for inclusion in 

Core are availability, reliability with schedules & performance, do you support our vision, etc.) 

 

Core and Seasonal work as a team, so the size of parts might be equal between the two, 

depending on the script. (However, since Core actors are automatically included in each 

production, they might be selected for certain roles first such as a title character, etc.) 

 

Within BOTH Core and Seasonal, we do make sure that all performers are assigned to roles that 

best suit their current skills, vocals, etc, to ensure the best possible presentation! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Productions 

 

We have songs and the general script ready by the time actors are contacted. After Matt secures 

the available actors, he starts assigning them to characters (based on what's needed- skills, 

qualities, persona- for each character, but also based on actor's availability during rehearsals). 

The script is finalized to fit the final cast, so YC scripts and characters are customized 

specifically for the YC performers once the cast is set. 

 

PERSONAL FAVORS - Once the cast is scheduled and production is set, it is very difficult to 

do a lot of personal favors (such as rearranging the schedule or allowing privileges to individual 

actors) since our schedule is very limited as it is. And it's the ol' "if you do a favor for one, 

you've got to do it for all". School activities and other commitments need to be sorted out when 

we are working out the schedule. 

 

 

Newcomers 

 

For newcomers (actors who have auditioned but not yet been in any YC productions), be aware 

that we would strongly like you to be available for the next available production that works, so 

that we can work with you and see what your acting style is, your availability, interest, etc. 

 

Be aware that, typically, if you are new to YC and you turn down the first two productions you 

are asked to participate in, you'll likely be taken off the cast roster. We are still observing you 

even after your audition and want to be sure YC is something that can really fit into your 

schedule at the present time. (We have had actors audition for us, and be accepted, only to not 

really be able to make YC work with their other commitments, so we want to minimize that.) 

 

 

Professional Standard 

 

We want to continue to maintain a fully professional standard at YC! We believe our mission 

and our message comes across best through the professionalism of our productions. We want our 

professional standards to show in the talent, but we also like to maintain professionalism in 

rehearsals, in how we conduct business, and in the general atmosphere of YC. 

 

Our budget for actors (for each production) is generally around $15,000, a fairly large sum for an 

organization our size. Because of this, we want to "get our money's worth" out of our cast, and 

this is why complete professionalism is expected out of our performers! 

 

 

 

 

 



Observation 

 

YC is a friendly environment and a relaxed environment, but always remember it's a professional 

friendly environment. Observation is always going on; Matt observes much more than he lets on! 

 

Observations like: 

 

- what actors are comfortable (or not comfortable) doing 

 

- an actor's weak spots (so that we don't given a performer something they can't do as well) 

 

- the styles, mannerisms, personas of actors (all of this can be incorporated into characters and 

scripts) 

 

- reliability, availability, interest level  

 

 

Faith 

 

Obviously, YC has a mission and an objective far beyond just putting on a show. 

We do not require a statement of faith from our performers, even though we are a Christian 

organization and we naturally do attract a predominantly Christian cast.   

 

However, YC performers need to be comfortable with participating in productions with strong 

Christian content and compliant to such themes for the duration of involvement. (In other words, 

we can't have a performer who is actively or vocally opposed to our message and mission; that 

person needs to be in the audience! :) 

 

 

Dismissal 

 

While YC strives to be a friendly atmosphere, performers are also here to do a job. The only 

reasons a performer might be dismissed from the cast list would be: 

 

- obviously, if the performer dismisses himself/herself due to schedules, commitments, moving 

on, etc. 

 

- if a performer is consistently unavailable over the course of a year (such as a Core actor not 

being available for any productions during an entire season, or a Seasonal actor turning down 

multiple productions in a row) 

 



- if there are any serious commitment or compliance issues (such as performers being 

consistently unreliable with dates or unwilling to cooperate for any reason with our production 

team) 

 

 

SICK POLICY- Just don't get sick. Seriously, though, it's hard to have much of a guidline for 

this since illness is circumstantial. Things can be worked out if someone is too ill for a rehearsal, 

but we typically don't (and often can't) do understudies, so we try to subscribe to "the show must 

go on" for performances. We may consider doing alternate actors for title characters (such as 

Megsie or Emily Screw). 

 

 

In all these things there are specific circumstances or situations that may arise, which you are 

welcome to discuss with Matt if needed. These guidelines just help keep our cast roster 

organized and ensures that we maintain our performance standards in all that we do. We are so 

thankful to our performers for playing such a vital part in our mission! 

 

 

 

 

 


